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CLSC Exam Certification Guide is a comprehensive preparation tool for the CLSC exam (#640-404) and Foundation Routing and Switching exam (#640-409). Coverage of all CLSC exam objectives ensures readers will arrive at a complete understanding of the exam topics. This title reviews the main features of the Catalyst family of switches and the placement, configuration, and troubleshooting of switched LAN networks. Chapters in this book follow a logical organization of the CLSC exam objectives, and readers can streamline their preparation through the assessment and review features in each chapter. In-depth scenarios provide a battery of challenging questions, and the accompanying CD allows readers to build random practice exams or to study with flash cards. CLSC Exam Certification Guide pulls together the breadth of exam material, enabling readers to achieve mastery of exam objectives.       

       Provides a comprehensive study package for CLSC Exam 640-404 helping you understand and master the exam objectives.  Enables you to retain and master the knowledge vital for passing your CLSC exam. CD-ROM included.
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Techniques and Applications of Digital Watermarking and Content ProtectionArtech House Publishers, 2003
Whether you need to quickly come up to speed on the state of the art in digital watermarking or want to explore the latest research in this area, such as 3-D geometry watermarking, this timely reference gives you the hands-on knowledge you need for your work. This book covers the full range of media -- still images, audio data, video, 3-D geometry...
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Essentials of Physician Practice ManagementJossey-Bass, 2004

	Essentials of Physician Practice Management offers a practical reference for administrators and medical directors and provides a comprehensive text for those preparing for a career in medical administration, practice management, and health plan administration. Essentials of Physician Practice Management is filled with valuable...
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On the Job -Design and the American OfficePrinceton Press, 2000

	American work spaces have gone through remarkable and extensive changes since 1900, thanks to the forces of technology, real estate, and finance, as well as evolving ideas on office organization and management. Innovations as commonplace as air conditioning and fluorescent lighting have had a profound impact, as have more recent phenomena...
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Anxiety For DummiesFor Dummies, 2020

	
		Take control of your anxiety—and start living your life

	
		Feel like your life is spinning out of control? Not sure how to handle what seems like constant change and chaos? You’re not alone—the world has taken some pretty crazy turns recently—but if you suffer from an anxiety disorder,...
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The Rough Guide to Thailand's Beaches  &  Islands 3 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2007

	The Rough Guide to Thailand''s Beaches and Islands is the ultimate guideto these glorious destinations. From the enchanting and little-knownislands of Ban Krud and Suan Luang to the hip beach resort of PakNam Pran. A full-colour 24-page section introduces the highlights, withstunning photography of the best the islands have to offer....
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Theology in Stone: Church Architecture from Byzantium to BerkeleyOxford University Press, 2004
Thinking about church architecture has come to an impasse. Reformers and traditionalists are talking past each other. Statements from both sides are often strident and dogmatic. In Theology in Stone, Richard Kieckhefer seeks to help both sides move beyond the standoff toward a fruitful conversation about houses of worship. Drawing on a wide range...
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